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Our work is motivated by the lack of knowledge about bithreshold units [1]. We study both the conditions 

ensuring separability by means of bithreshold devices [2] and the complexity [3] of learning such units and 

networks consisting of them. 

Let  nww ,...,1w  be a n-dimensional real vector. For an arbitrary vector   n
nxx R,...,1 x  the value of 

the dot product xw   is said to be a weighted sum corresponding to the vector x. 

A computation unit with n inputs nxx ,...,1  and single output y is said to be a linear bithreshold unit (LBU) 

with the weight vector  nww ,...,1w  and thresholds  2121 R, tttt   if  xw 
21,ttfy , where the bithreshold 

activation function 
21,ttf  is defined in the following way: 
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The LBU is completely defined by the ordered triplet  21,, ttw . We call this triplet the structure of LBU. The 

bithreshold unit with the structure  21,, ttw  divides the n-dimensional real space into two subsets 

  nnnnn tt   R\RR,RR 21 xwx . 

We call two sets  AA ,  bithreshold separable (B-separable) in nR  if there exists LBU such that nA 
 R  and 

nA 
 R  [1]. We denote by  XAff  the affine hull [2] of the set X (the set of all possible affine combination of 

some elements of Х). 

Proposition 1. Let A  be a finite or countable compact in the n-dimensional real space and 

 kA xx ,...,1  is the set of linearly independent vectors,  nk  . If there exists such index  kll 1  that for 

every    AA Affy  its coefficient l  in the affine expansion k
k

l
l xxxy   1

1  ( Ri ,

11  kl   , ki ,,1 ) satisfies the following condition:     ,10,l , then the sets A  and 

A  are B-separable. 

Proposition 2. The problem of checking the B-separability of finite sets A  and A  is NP-complete even 

in the case  n
baAA , 

, where N,R,R,  nbaba , and the absolute values of the weight coefficients 

of LBU can possess only two different values. 

Consequence. Learning a neural network consisting of bithreshold neuron is NP-complete. 
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